**Step 1:** Position the product to the desired parameters to monitor

**Note:** iBed can monitor:
- Brake set
- Any siderail configuration
- Low bed height
- 30 degree HOB
- Chaperone Bed Exit Alarm

**Step 2:** Press and hold the “iBed On/Off” button to activate iBed Awareness

**Notes:**
- The LED light bars on the outside siderails and footboard will illuminate green when iBed is activated.
- When the parameter conditions for iBed Awareness have been compromised:
  - The LED light bars on the footboard will flash amber.
  - The compromised parameter is shown on the footboard display screen.
- To begin monitoring bed status again, correct the parameter shown on the footboard display screen.
- Once the parameters are corrected, the LED light bars on the footboard will return to green.

**To disarm:** Press and hold the “iBed On/Off” button to activate iBed Awareness

**Warning:**
- Do not use iBed Awareness to replace your patient monitoring protocol.
- Do not use iBed Awareness as a lock indicator for siderails. iBed Awareness only detects the position of the siderails.

**Caution:**
- Always make sure that the siderails are locked before you arm iBed Awareness.
- Make sure that you set the desired parameters before arming iBed Awareness.
- Do not use accessories that cover footboard LED light bars.

Information on this card reflects procedures taken from operations manuals 3005-109-001 Rev. B.2 and 3006-209-001 Rev. B.1. Always refer to your operations manual for more information.
Step 1: Zero the scale.

- Push and hold “zero” button until the screen reads “release button”. Please wait, and do not touch the bed, until the screen reads “zeroing successful”.

- **Note:** If you do not set the scale to zero before placing a patient on the bed, bed exit may not operate properly.

Step 2: Arm the Chaperone Bed Exit Alarm.

- Get the patient back in bed
- Press the Arm/Disarm button to activate the Chaperone function.
- Select the zone by pressing the Zone button.
  - The zone selected will illuminate.

- **Note:** For patients who are a fall risk, Zone 2 should be used.

Warning:
- Do not use bed exit to replace patient monitoring protocol.
- Bed exit is intended only to aid in the detection of a patient exiting the product.
- Do not use bed exit with patients who weight less than 50 lb (23 kg).

**Zone one** The largest zone; for patients who are expected to have significant movement without leaving the bed.

**Zone two** The middle zone; for patients who should not significantly change their position but will move arms and legs.

**Zone three** The smallest zone; for patients for whom very small movements warrant your immediate attention.